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Done all that research and wondering what to do with it? The obvious answer - write it up to share with family and friends. Test the water with a family
history journal, local publication and then ….?
Most of us dream of turning our research into a written narrative, very often never realised as the task is daunting and put off for ever. Work gradually from
a basic timeline and family tree, person by person via a simple project plan and a manageable framework can be created. Expand the essentials with local
and national history; lifestyle and social events, consider quality of life, housing, disease, occupational effects, What about neighbours, where born, what
sound like? What about the weather? Add images, explain why, don’t forget maps (where is country / locality), acknowledge help, quote sources, consider
copyright - turn your material into a fascinating treasured account. Lacking emotion / stilted? Use descriptive words, challenge self to describe an object by
senses only, “paint” a picture. Whether handwritten, typed, software generated or crafted, start writing.
Whether handwritten, typed, software generated or crafted into a scrapbook, the guidance above linked to the advice and information in the following
publications will help turn your material into a fascinating treasured account. You might also like to study the short free OpenLearn course “Writing what you
know” – go to www.open.edu/openlearn and put the course title in the search box.
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